Abstract. In [29, 31] , a macroscopic approach, derived from fluid-dynamics models, has been introduced to infer traffic conditions prone to road traffic collisions along highways' sections. In these studies, the governing equations are coupled within an eulerian framework, which assumes fixed interfaces between the models. A coupling in Lagrangian coordinates would enable to get rid of this (not very realistic) assumption. In this paper, we investigate the well-posedness and the suitability of the coupling of the governing equations within the Lagrangian framework. Further, we illustrate some features of the proposed approach through some numerical simulations.
1. Introduction One of the many challenges brought about by the ever increasing growth of road traffic density is road safety. Road traffic safety is a very active research area, and various studies generally based on statistical models have been dedicated to identifying possible causes of road traffic collisions, in particular in the engineering literature, see e.g. [23, 20, 41, 39, 8] . Albeit these methods enable to identify "black spots" such as road intersections, they are not capable to capture traffic conditions prone to road traffic collisions along highways sections, where the most deadly and severe collisions usually occur.
A macroscopic approach, derived from fluid-dynamics models, to infer traffic conditions prone to road traffic collisions along highways' sections has been introduced in [29, 31] . The governing equations, in the devised approach, are based on a coupling of second-order models describing the dynamics of traffic density and traffic velocity along a road section [2, 5, 4, 37, 16, 17, 42] . Unlike classical first-order models of traffic flow [9, 38, 36] , second-order models enjoy an interpretation as follow-theleader microscopic models [1] , which enables them to inherit microscopic features at the macroscopic scale. Furthermore, second-order type models can also be derived from high-phase space kinetic models [25] .
In [31, 29] , the models of interest have been coupled within eulerian coordinates, and this assumes fixed interfaces between the models. The major shortcoming of such formulation is the stationarity of the location of the collision, i.e. the location of the collision is assumed to be known a priori. The aim of the study in this paper is to address this limitation by reformulating the problem in Lagrangian coordinates. A such formulation enables not only to get rid of the problem of fixed interfaces as well as the stationarity of the location of the collision, but also to capture in principle the dynamics of the trailing vehicle likely to be the source of a rear end collision.
The coupling of the models in Lagrangian coordinates is carried out using mathematical techniques analogous to those developed for problems of conservation laws in networks [13, 32, 26, 21, 30, 22, 27, 28, 14, 15, 3, 19, 18, 24] . The central point, in the discussion of the coupling conditions, is the design of suitable Riemann solvers at the interfaces between the models, including the dynamics of the trailing vehicle likely to be the source of the collision.
After a brief introduction to the second-order models of interest and their Lagrangian formulation, we present some known results on Riemann problems and introduce some coupling conditions consistent with the modeling approach introduced in [31] but now in the moving frame. Some analytical results as well as numerical simulations are presented in the remaining part of the paper.
Preliminary discussion
In recent works, Herty et al. [31, 29] introduced a macroscopic approach to infer traffic conditions prone to road collisions based on the coupling of the Aw-RascleZhang model (AR model in short) [2, 42] and (approximation to) the pressureless gas dynamics model (PGD in short) [35, 6, 7, 10] . In this study we revisit the modeling approach within the Lagrangian framework. Note that the AR model does not allow for concentrations whereas the PGD model may allow for concentrations. This will be the key mechanism to model (and predict) possible road traffic collisions.
Mathematical properties of the AR and PGD models have been extensively discussed in the literature, see e.g. [2, 1, 42] and e.g. [35, 6, 7, 10] , respectively. Therefore, here we only briefly introduce the properties of the models of interest relevant to our study.
In eulerian coordinates, the conservative formulation of AR [2] writes
where ρ(x,t) and v(x,t) denote, respectively, the average local density and the average local velocity of vehicles, both at the position x and the time t. The variable w denotes the "preferred velocity" of drivers, whereas the function 0 ≤ p(ρ) < ∞ is the velocity offset between the current velocity of drivers and their preferred velocity. A prototype candidate for the function p(ρ), see [4] , is 4) with ρ max the maximal density, i.e. when cars are parked bumper to bumper.
In variables (ρ,v) the AR model (2.1)-(2.3) writes:
The eigenvalues of the jacobian matrix A(U ) are λ 1 = v − ρp ′ (ρ) and λ 2 = v and the respective corresponding right eigenvectors are:
Therefore, the system (2.1)-(2.3) is strictly hyperbolic away from the vacuum (i.e. for ρ > 0). Furthermore, the first eigenvalue of the jacobian matrix A(U ) is genuinely nonlinear whereas the second one is linearly degenerate. Let us consider the following initial data:
Then a self-similar solution to the Riemann problem associated to the AR model (2.1)-(2.3) with initial data (2.7) consists of the juxtaposition of a wave of the first family (1-shock or 1-rarefaction) associated with the eigenvalue λ 1 and a wave of the second family (2-contact discontinuity) associated with the eigenvalue λ 2 . Moreover, shock curves and rarefaction curves coincide for the AR model, and the Riemann invariants associated with the eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 are w(U ) = v + p(ρ) and z(U ) = v.
Along waves of the first family w is conserved. Hence, any state on the left U l = (ρ l ,v l ) can be connected to a state on the right U r = (ρ r ,v r ) by a wave of the first family, if and only if
Then,
• if v r < v l , the wave of the first family is a 1-shock traveling with the speed
• If v r > v l , the wave of the first family is a 1-rarefaction wave. Any state on the left U l = (ρ l ,v l ) can be connected to a state on the right U r = (ρ r ,v r ) by a wave of the second family, if and only if v l = v r ; in which case the wave of the second family is a 2-contact discontinuity traveling with speed s = v l = v r . For more details about the solution to the Aw-Rascle model, including regularity requirements, we refer the reader to [2, 1] .
The pressureless gas dynamics (PGD) model e.g. [35, 6, 7, 10] , is defined by the following equations:
where ρ(x,t)(≥ 0) and v(x,t)(≥ 0) denote respectively the local density and the velocity, both at the position x and the time t. In [29] a coupling of the AR model and the PGD model has been discussed, and in [31] the coupling of the AR model and an approximation to the PGD model has been investigated. We follow the latter approach in our analysis in the Lagrangian setting below.
Macroscopic modeling of road traffic collisions in Lagrangian coordinates
Among the various reasons leading to road traffic collisions, here we are particularly interested in collisions related to drivers who do not properly anticipate the traffic situation ahead. Our main objective, in this study, is to infer traffic conditions prone to such high-risk situations using macroscopic variables. To achieve this goal, we consider the following setting: on a road section, the collective behaviour of some drivers may change; the traffic dynamics of those drivers who are fully aware and are acting responsibly, i.e. "careful drivers", is governed by the AR model whereas the dynamics of those drivers who are unaware of the traffic conditions ahead and are acting carelessly, i.e."careless drivers", is described using an approximation of the PGD model. In this section, we will justify the motivations of such approach and discuss the well-posedness of the coupling of the AR model with an approximation of the PGD model in Lagrangian coordinates to infer high-risk traffic conditions on highways' sections. For this aim, let us consider the following rescaled formulation of the AR model (2.1)-(2.3):
Formally, the limit of the rescaled AR model (3.1)-(3.3) when ε −→ 0 yields the PGD model (2.9)-(2.10). Rigorous results on existence of solutions to the Riemann problem associated with the PGD model exist and they have been investigated extensively, see e. g. [35, 7, 33, 10, 6, 11, 12, 31] .
Moreover, when the density is normalized then we have τ ε min = ρ ε max = 1. Since ρ max corresponds to the density where cars are parked bumper to bumper, then τ ε min could be viewed here as the minimal space that could be occupied by a car. Using the specific volume τ , for ρ > 0, we change the Eulerian coordinates (x,t) into Lagrangian "mass" coordinates (X,T ) with:
or equivalently
Note that the independent variables in this transformation are X and T . The transformation (x,t) → (X,T ) is well-defined except for vacuum states where τ ǫ contains a δ−function. As in gas dynamics [40] and as discussed in [1] solutions to the AR-model in Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates are equivalent. This equivalence holds not only for strong solutions but also for weak (L ∞ ) solutions.
From the previous equations we obtain, within this framework, X = X(x,t) = x ρ ε (y,t)dy. Hence, the variable X(x,t) denotes the total mass of vehicles up to point x at time t. If X(x,t 0 ) = X(x,t), ∀ t > t 0 , then, from the microscopic point of view, this means that the vehicle initially at position x 0 = x(t 0 ) cannot be overtaken ∀ t > t 0 . When changing to Lagrangian mass coordinates there is no transformation in time, i.e., T = t. Using the above framework, the rescaled AR (AR ε ) model (3.1)-(3.3) writes:
Let us rewrite the system (3.6)-(3.7) in the following form:
where
Then, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix A(U ε ) are: and r
Therefore, for ε > 0 and 
Hence,
3.1. The Riemann problem associated with the system (3.6)-(3.7)
The Riemann problem associated with the AR ε system (3.6)-(3.7) in Lagrangian coordinates is given by 
The solution to the Riemann problem (3.10) is a self-similar, weak solution to equations (3.6)-(3.7).
The simple (or elementary) waves associated with (3.10) are characterised as follows. We assume, in the following, that all initial data does not contain the vacuum state ρ = 0.
1-Rarefaction waves:
) be a given state. Then, the set of states U ε r (x,t) = (τ ε r ,w ε r ), which can be connected to U ε l through a 1-rarefaction wave, is constructed as follows. Let U ε (ξ) be a parameterization (for ξ = x t ∈ R) of the integral curve of the first family (i.e. associated with λ ε 1 ), then we have:
, and where
Since w ε (ξ) = w ε l , then w ε is constant along waves of the first family. Hence, any given state U ε l , on the left, can be connected to any other state on the right, U ε r , through a 1-rarefaction wave if and only if
) be a given state. Then, the set of states U ε r = (τ ε r ,w ε r ), to be determined, which can be connected to U ε l through a discontinuity travelling with speed s ε needs to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition, i.e.
The case s ε = 0 corresponds to a contact discontinuity and this will be discussed in the next section.
For s ε = 0, we have
(3.14)
Using the parameterization τ
Furthermore, it is easy to check that
For waves of the first family, shock and rarefaction curves coincide, thus the system (3.6)-(3.7) forms a Temple system. Any given state U ε l , on the left, can be connected to any other state on the right U ε r through a 1-shock wave of speed s ε if and only if
(3.16)
2-Contact discontinuities:
This case consists of solutions to Equation (3.13) with s ε = 0. Hence, any given state U ε l , on the left, can be connected to any other state on the right, U ε r , through a 2-contact discontinuity (with speed s ε = λ ε 2 (U ε ) = 0) if and only if
i.e, w ε r = εp(1/τ ε r ) + constant. Following the above discussion on the structure of the waves associated to the Riemann Problem (3.10), we have the following results. Fig. 3.1 . The 1-shock and 1-rarefaction curves for the AR ε model in the Lagrangian phase plane (τ ε ,w ε ). 
1-wave
τ ε w ε · U ε l · U ε (1-shock) r · U ε (1-rarefaction) r 0
2-wave
τ ε w ε · U ε l · U ε r
Waves of the first family:
We obtain the wave of the first family when a state, on the left, U We can distinguish two cases:
, then the wave of the first family is a 1-shock, i.e. a jump discontinuity, travelling with the speed
, then the wave of the first family is a 1-rarefaction i.e. a continuous solution of the form
(3.21)
Waves of the second family:
We obtain a wave of the second family, i.e. a 2-contact discontinuity when 
Hence, the intermediate state is given byŪ ε = (τ ε ,w ε ), wherew ε = w ε l and
. 
Derivation of a macroscopic model for road traffic collisions in Lagrangian coordinates
As in [31] , we now couple the AR ε model (3.1)-(3.3) and the AR model (2.1)-(2.3). However, unlike in [31] , here we proceed in Lagrangian coordinates, which enable to track the dynamics of the trailing vehicle likely to be the source of a rear end collision. Instead of simply prescribing coupling conditions as in [31, 29] , here we start with the following formulation having two traffic pressures on either side of the car likely to be the source of the collision, see Figure 3 .5. 27) where H(·) denotes the Heaviside function.
The model (3.25)-(3.27) couples the AR model (2.1)-(2.3) and the AR ε model (3.1)-(3.3): more precisely, for x > x * the traffic dynamics is governed by the AR model whereas for x < x * the dynamics is driven by the AR ε model. The position
is the trajectory of the car likely to be the source of the collision. Thus, in Lagrangian coordinates, the system (3.25)-(3.27) is equivalent to:
for x(t) > x * (t); (3.28) The coupled model (3.28)-(3.29) assumes that cars can not overtake each other, and this can be formulated as follows. Given the initial condition and an assigned position
e. a car), then the value of X(x * ,t) = X(x * 0 ) = x * 0 ρ 0 (y)dy remains unchanged; therefore X(x * ,t) = constant can be viewed as the index of the car which was initially at the location x * 0 = x * (0). If we assume that we know a priori which car, i.e. x 0 , is likely to be the source of the collision and ρ 0 (y), then the dynamics of the cars in front of x 0 is governed by equations (3.28) whereas the dynamics of the cars behind x 0 is described by equations (3.29). In other words, for any time t ≥ 0, cars at a position less than or equal to x * (t) are driven carelessly while those at a position greater than x * (t) are driven carefully. Instead of fixing the position x * (t) of the collision (as in [31] ), here we only fix the index of the car X(x * (t),t) = X(x * 0 ) which is likely to be the source of the collision. The rationale behind the use of Lagrangian coordinates to investigate occurrence of road traffic collision can be summarized as follows: within the Lagrangian framework, the car index remains fixed and this enables to separate domains where the actual trajectories of the cars likely to be involving in the collision are still varying in time. Note that as in [29] the occurrence of a collision then still depends on the local traffic state.
Next, we investigate whether the Riemann Problem associated with (3.25)-(3.27) admits a solution. Throughout the following discussion the quantities τ , v and w = v + p(1/τ ) will be associated with the traffic dynamics governed by the AR model whereas τ ε , v ε and w ε = v ε + εp(1/τ ε ) will be used to describe the traffic regime governed by the AR ε model, as indicated in Figure 3 .5. Proposition 3.3. Let U ε = (τ ε ,w ε ) and U = (τ,w) be two given states in the road sections governed by the AR ε model and the AR model, respectively, as depicted in Figure 3 .5. We assume that τ ε = 0, τ = 0 and w ε > w − p(1/τ ). Then, the solution to the Riemann problem associated with the model (3.28)-(3.29) through either a 1 ε -shock or a 1 ε -rarefaction, and then connect U * to the state on the right, U , through a 2-contact discontinuity. Under the assumption w ε > w − p(1/τ ) we obtain the following: 
. If the assumption on the initial data is violated, i.e., if w ε ≤ w − p(1/τ ), then we obtain the following result. A 1-rarefaction wave connects the state U ε to the state U * = (∞,w ε ), then U * is connected to U through a 2-contact discontinuity. Again, in Eulerian coordinates this corresponds to the vacuum state ρ * = 0. In [29] it has been argued that the existence of δ−shocks in the density will be interpreted as the occurrence of a collision at the position x * (t). For ε > 0, there are no δ−shock solutions in the model (3.28)-(3.29). However, the variable τ = 1 ρ can be interpreted as the spacing between consecutive cars. Hence, if the spacing tends to zero the car density tends to infinity and this is viewed as an occurrence of a collision in the coupled model (3.28)-(3.29). The mathematical discussion of the situation can be carried out as follows. Let U * = (τ * ,w * ) be the intermediate state of a non-vacuum solution to the Riemann problem associated with the model (3.28)-(3.29), and let τ min denote the minimal spatial occupancy of a single car. Then, we have the following:
1. If τ * > τ min , the solution consists of a 1-rarefaction wave connecting the state U ε to an intermediate state U * = (τ * ,w ε ), followed by a 2-contact discontinuity connecting U * to U . 2. If τ * < τ min , the solution consists of a 1-shock wave connecting the state U ε to an intermediate state U * = (τ * ,w ε ), followed by a 2-contact discontinuity connecting U * to U . Finally, we turn to special initial data in order to investigate if there is a possibility to fulfill τ * < τ min . Assume a family of initial data (U ǫ ) ǫ such that
2-wave
Then, there exists an ε sufficiently small such that τ * < τ min . Since p(·) is a monotone function, we have
Hence, from (3.30) we have τ * −→ 0. Therefore, for ε sufficiently small, there exists τ min > 0 such that τ * < τ min . The previous assumption (3.31) is fulfilled for example for all initial data U ε of the type (τ ε ,w ε ) constant and independent of ε.
The above results can be summarized as follows. 
Note that if
then we will always be in Case 2, and therefore due to equation (3.30) there is a collision for any value τ min > 0 provided ε is sufficiently small. Condition (3.34) shows the interplay of the "carelessness" of the drivers (characterized by ε) and the initial velocity and density of the surrounding cars. In [29] only the case ε = 0 has been considered and this is related to completely "careless" drivers and the presented condition coincides with (3.34) . Also, in this case the total mass is not conserved. In Eulerian coordinates a δ−shock is observed which is not a solution in sense of Definition 3. 
Numerical experiments
This section is dedicated to some numerical simulations to illustrate traffic dynamics in the coupled model (3.28)-(3.29), using some sample initial traffic conditions. The AR model (3.28) is solved using a classical Godunov scheme where the Riemann solver is derived from analytical results presented above. Let us introduce some grid points in space (X j = j∆X, j ∈ Z) and in time (T n = n∆T, n ∈ N), with (∆X,∆T ) −→ (0,0) and ∆T ∆X = constant such that the CFL condition is satisfied. The space step ∆X can be viewed, at the microscopic level, as the average length of a car. Then, the Godunov discretization of the AR model in Lagrangian coordinates writes:
.
Using the relationships ∂ T x = ∂ t x = v and T = t from (3.5), the location of the i th vehicle, in Eulerian coordinates, is given by:
Similarly, the Godunov discretization of the AR ε model in Lagrangian coordinates (3.29) writes:
, with ε −→ 0.
Thanks to (3.5), the location of the i th vehicle, in Eulerian coordinates, is given by:
For the numerical simulations, we consider a road section with two platoons of vehicles, as depicted in Figure 3 .5. The first platoon consists of twenty vehicles (on the right part of the road section), for which the traffic dynamics is governed by the AR system (3.28), whereas the second platoon consists of five vehicles (on the left-end of the road section), for which the traffic regime is described by the AR ε model for a parameter ε = O((∆X) 4 ). The choice of ε implies that numerically we are close to the regime of the PGD model (2.9)-(2.10). Initially the vehicles' positions are randomly prescribed in both regimes. For both AR and AR ε models, we consider normalized values for the variable τ i.e. τ min = 1/ρ max = 1, where ρ max is the maximal density i.e. when vehicles are parked bumper-to-bumper, and we set p(ρ) = ρ γ , with γ = 1. Therefore, in the simulations, a collision is characterized by the occurrence of a δ−solution (i.e., τ < τ min ) in the AR ε model. This is equivalent to a situation where the leader in the platoon governed by the AR ε model collides with the last vehicle in the platoon governed by the AR model, i.e. the distance between the rear ends of these two vehicles is less than the average length of a vehicle, ∆X.
The results of the numerical simulations are presented in terms of trajectories of vehicles in space and time (in Eulerian coordinates) in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 . In all the figures, the solid lines correspond to the trajectories of vehicles within the AR regime whereas the dashed lines correspond to trajectories of vehicles in the AR ε regime. Throughout the simulations, the following setting has been adopted for the AR regime: we set w(X i ,0) = 1, ∀ i = 1,...,20, i.e. the maximal speed allowed in the regime is 1, and the initial positions of vehicles are prescribed randomly such that the initial velocity for each vehicle, deduced uniquely using the relationship v = w − p(ρ) with ρ = ∆X/(x i+1 − x i ), is less than or equal to 1. For the leading vehicle in the AR regime, we consider a constant speed of 0.8. Then, we illustrate the scenarios summarized in Proposition 3.4 by varying the settings in the AR ε regime while ε = 10 −5 .
The results portrayed in Figure 4 .1 (a) and (b) are obtained using the following settings in the AR ε regime. In Figure 4 .1 (a), we set w ε (X i ,0) = 0.5 ∀ i, i.e. the maximal speed allowed in the regime is 0.5, and the initial positions of vehicles are prescribed randomly such that the initial velocity for each vehicle, deduced uniquely using the relation v = w − p(ρ) with ρ = ∆X/(x i+1 − x i ), is less than or equal to 0.5. In Figure 4 .1 (b), we set w ε (X i ,0) = 0.8 ∀ i, i.e. the maximal speed allowed in the regime is 0.8, and the initial positions of vehicles are prescribed randomly such that the initial velocity for each vehicle, deduced uniquely using the relationship v = w − p(ρ) with ρ = ∆X/(x i+1 − x i ), is less than or equal to 0.8. The results in Figure 4 .1 (a) and (b) correspond to the case w ε < w − p(1/τ ) (Case 2 in Proposition 3.4), and as shown in the graphs, the solution consists of two contact discontinuities (with speeds w ε and w − p(1/τ ) respectively) separated by a vacuum state.
In Figure 4 .2 (a) and (b), the following settings were considered for the AR ε regime: w ε (X i ,0) = 1 ∀ i, i.e. the maximal speed allowed in the regime is 1, and the initial positions of vehicles are prescribed randomly such that the initial velocity for each vehicle, deduced uniquely using the relationship v = w − p(ρ) with ρ = ∆X/(x i+1 − x i ), is less than or equal to 1. The results depicted in Figure 4 .3 (a) and (b) are obtained using the following settings in the AR ε regime. In Figure 4 .3 (a) we set w ε (X i ,0) = 1.5 ∀ i, i.e. the maximal speed allowed in the regime is 1.5, and the initial positions of vehicles are prescribed randomly such that the initial velocity for each vehicle, deduced uniquely using the relation v = w − p(ρ) with ρ = ∆X/(x i+1 − x i ), is less than or equal to 1.5. In Figure 4 .3 (b) we set w ε (X i ,0) = 1.8 ∀ i, i.e. the maximal speed allowed in the regime is 1.8, and the initial positions of vehicles are prescribed randomly such that the initial velocity for each vehicle, deduced uniquely using the relationship v = w − p(ρ) with ρ = ∆X/(x i+1 − x i ), is less than or equal to 1.8. In both cases we have w ε > w ≥ w − p(1/τ ) (Case 3 in Proposition 3.4), and therefore both cases correspond to the high-risk situation where a collision is likely to occur. As shown in the graph, in Figure 4 .3 (a) a collision between the last vehicle in the AR regime and the leading vehicle in the AR ε regime occurs at t = 270, whereas in Figure 4 .3 (b) the collision occurs at t = 60. The initial setting in the AR ε regime is w ε (X j ,0) = 1.8, ∀ j = 1,...5, i.e. w ε > w(X 20 ,t) − p(τ (X 20 ,t)), ∀ t.
